
THE BIG ISLAND OF HAWAII: JANUARY 13-23, 2015 
 
Pat and I were up at three o’clock on the thirteenth of January. Yours truly, dressed, shaved and Wikipedia species and their subsequent donators 

were investigated until three-fifty. The Mazda was en route to Anna's home from four to four-eighteen where it was left during the trip. Anna in 
turn drove us to the airport. Check-in and Customs was completed at four-fifty. The Wikipedia chore continued until five-ten. Pat purchased a 
coffee and muffin that were enjoyed while typing the notes until five-thirty. 
 

The flight left on time to Seattle at six o'clock. Customs at SeaTac was rapid with a new kiosk for scanning passports but an official still had to 
be seen. Wendy's was selected for breakfast at seven-fifteen where two artisan egg sandwiches, a lemonade, and bottle of water were purchased 
for some twelve dollars.  Our gate was occupied at eight-forty. Boarding was late at ten-twenty. The sun was emerging from the fog at that time. 

A lengthy delay took place to fix a minor repair then extraordinarily to de-ice. The flight finally departed at eleven-thirty, an hour and twenty-
minutes late. The coastline was followed to central Oregon prior to heading offshore. Water, juice, and small bags of nuts were served at twelve 
forty-five after having a brief snooze. Yours truly slept for a good hour after the snack, waking at three o'clock when more orange juice, water, 
and nuts arrived. The ocean and clouds were admired out the window until three fifty-four. There was another hour and a half of the six-hour 

flight remaining. A cup of coffee was being sipped at two-seventeen Hawaii time.  
 

The plane put down at three-twenty. The Alamo shuttle was sitting on the road outside the unpretentious terminal immediately after de-boarding 
at three-thirty. Yours truly rushed to the door immediately on reaching the office and was first in line at the counter. The paperwork was polished 

off in fifteen minutes and a full-sized silver Chrysler 200 automatic was received due to all compacts being rented. The drive was underway at 
three-fifty in the afternoon with stop and go traffic until reaching the mid-way point along the northern coast. The last stretch along the western 
coast was fast with speeds attaining seventy miles an hour. It was six-fifteen when checking in at the Volcano Inn. Our room was situated in a 

separate building about five blocks away. The memoirs were updated after a microwaving hot water for a coffee, a shower, and checking the rare 
bird alerts and gmail account. The iPad was played with and television programming was watched until around nine-fifteen when crawling into 
bed. Guests arrived upstairs and made some noise simply from moving in and the lack of insulation and squeaking floor. It was overly warm 

during the night as most nights due to the thick covers. 
 

      
 

  
 

      
 

                                                               The Gecko room and garden at the Volcano Inn 
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                                                                 The Volcano Inn breakfast nook and living area 
 

Yours truly was up at six-thirty on the fourteenth of January to be greeted with light fog and cool temperatures. A walk outside brought little but 
Apapanes. The main house was the objective at seven forty-five where our free breakfast was eaten that consisted of banana bread, Rambutan - a 
Lechee-like fruit, and Papaya with yogurt, nuts, and sliced banana, and two cups of delicious coffee.  The Chrysler was then en route to Volcano 

National Park where ten dollars was paid for a week’s entry at eight o'clock. Birding took place at the trails near Volcano House and along the 
Crater Rim Trial with only a single Hawaii Amakihi for the effort. The song of the Omao was played several times without success. The sun 
emerged at nine-thirty. A trail leading down four hundred and fifty feet below the Volcano House was next in line until eleven-thirty. The 
Volcano Art Gallery was then perused prior to visiting the nature house. A male Saffron Finch was photographed on the adjacent lawn. Lunch 

was ordered at the Volcano House at noon that consisted of two dishes of chicken satay and rice with coffees at an expensive forty dollars. It was 
then around one in the afternoon and time was taken to visit the tiny Volcano Store in town where canned chili, canned stew, bread, nachos, 
peanut butter, canned pineapple, bottled water, and four bottles of cranberry juice were purchased for fifty dollars. The box of food was taken 

back to our room prior to checking out the town's restaurants.  
 

   
 

        Visitor’s Centre                     Volcano Art Centre            Volcano House dining area        View of crater from previous 
 

    
 

       Volcano National Park trails 
 

The Piimauna Road to the golf course was the next stop at one-fifty where Erckel’s Francolins and Nene were photographed on the greens. A 

two-mile drive up the Mauna Loa Road brought us to Kipuka Puaulu, also known as Bird Park where three tame Erckel’s Francolins and a tame 
male and female Kalij Pheasant were fed by hand and photographed at two feet. The Cafe Ohia Deli was patronized at three-thirty where two 
slices of quiche; two croissants, an overly sweet pecan tart and another pastry were purchased as take-outs for twenty-two dollars. The suite was 

reoccupied at five o’clock and the notes were underway until five-thirty while munching on nachos. The iPad was then used to check through the 
species on Wikipedia while somewhat disturbing music was playing upstairs. It was not overly loud and was switched off in a half hour or so. 
The quiche was heated in the microwave oven and the meal devoured while watching television. The overly sweet pecan tart was wolfed down 

with a cup of Taster's Choice. It was around seven-fifty at that time and yours truly began to yawn. A shower was taken with some television was  
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watched until climbing into bed at nine-thirty or so. 
 

Yours truly was awake at six-thirty on the fifteenth of January to be greeted by cool temperatures but less fog. A walk took place around the 
block waiting for Pat. The usual breakfast of banana bread, Rambutan, and Papaya with yogurt, nuts, and sliced banana, and coffee was 

consumed from seven forty-five to eight-fifteen. The Chrysler was en route to Kipuka Ki at eight-eighteen, arriving at eight thirty-five. There 
was no trail with birding taking place along the two lane paved road. The usual hordes of Apapane were seen and it appeared hopeless until a 
cooperative Hawaiian Elepaio flew across the road and into a dead tree for easy viewing. Unfortunately, the attempt to photograph the bird 
failed. Three or four Hawaiian Amakihi were noted after walking about a mile to the end of the forest plot. Pat and I had just turned back when 

the distinctive song of an Omao was heard high in a tree. The tape was played and it plummeted towards the call and landed nearby. It too moved 
into a dead tree where it was seen well. Again I could not find it in the lens. The tape was played again and it landed ten feet away prior to 
moving into the leafy canopy. This was repeated again until it moved downhill.  
 

The walk was just getting underway towards the car when the movement of a large bird caught our eyes. The call of a hawk was then heard and 
after walking back uphill a few yards a dark-phase Hawaiian Hawk was observed in a dead tree where poor but conclusive images were secured. 
A female park ranger pulled her vehicle to the side of the road and strolled up. She was actually well informed about the islands birds and told us 

that there was virtually no chance of seeing a Akiapolaau, Hawaii Creeper, or Hawaiian Akepa on Hawaii unless visiting Hakalau Forest Reserve 
and that requires booking well in advance. That meant that the Powerline Road and Puu Oo Trail area of the Saddle Road (Hawaii Creeper and 
chance for Akiapolaau) and the Puu Laau Dry Forest Reserve for Palila were the only sites remaining with native species. She advised us that 

I’iwi occurred at the lava flow a further eight miles up the Mauna Loa Road near the summit so the drive along the single lane paved if 
somewhat rutted road to the top was underway. It was noon when the summit came into view and the yellow flowering Mamane trees were 
checked with no birds in evidence, likely due to the hot sun that emerged at ten-thirty. A few Silverswords had been reintroduced and looked 

rather foregone at this rather low altitude for the plant. 
 

  
 

                  Kipuka Ki                                        Kipuka Ki                     Summit of Mauna Loa Road                      Omao 
 

The Cafe Ohia Deli was patronized at one-thirty when two huge turkey sandwiches were purchased along with two cans of passion fruit pop. The 

sandwiches were on three-grain bread with tomato, cucumber, pickle, lettuce, and Swiss cheese and flavored with mustard. The satisfying meal 
was twenty-one dollars. It was now one-thirty and the Chrysler was pointed back to the park where Pat bought earrings for herself. The Thurston 
Lava Tube was next in line and explored prior to taking a walk along the nearby sector of the Crater Rim Trail at two-thirty. With no birds left to 

see, the frustration of trying to photograph the native forest birds, the long day, and the chocking sulphur fumes in the area, it was tine to leave, 
Nevertheless, the nature house was wandered through and that end of the Crater Rim Trail was strolled before heading back to the room, arriving 
at four o'clock. The road outside the Inn was strolled for a short ways in an attempt to photograph Apapane with one horrible shot taken on a 
wire. Chili was eaten from the can followed with a half can of crushed pineapple and more nachos. The information found while sifting through 

Wikipedia was placed on the list of contributors at seven o'clock. The television kept me entertained until ten-fifteen when a peanut butter 
sandwich was enjoyed. 
 

           
 

                               Hawaii Elepaio                                                                        Oceanblue Morning-glory                  
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                              Thurston Lava Tube                                    Anthurium                                            Apapane 
 

  
 

                      Café Ohia Deli                                        Café Ohia Deli                                                  Zebra Dove 
 

Yours truly walked outside to cold temperatures and sunny skies on the sixteenth of January and only walked a half block with nothing seen for 
the effort. Pat was finally ready at seven forty-five and the drive proceeded to the main house for our usual free breakfast. The coffee was again 

superb. The Chrysler was en route to the twenty-mile Chain of Craters road at eight-thirty, driving quickly to the terminus and working back with 
a seven-tenths mile hike to the petroglyphs. There were no birds observed especially the sought Red-billed Francolin. The nature house was 
returned to at ten-thirty from where we walked to Volcano House where two soft drinks were purchased for four dollars. They were sipped while 
sitting inside and admiring the view of the crater. A drive then took then took place to the Jaggar Museum that overlooked the crater at a closer 

distance then a short stroll on the Crater Rim Trail at that location for a few minutes.  
 

The Volcano House was reoccupied at eleven forty-five where two salads were ordered. The bill was thirty-nine dollars plus tip. The trail at Bird 
Park was circumvented from twelve-thirty to one o'clock where nothing was seen in the heat of the day. It was perhaps seventy-three degrees. 

Our room was occupied at one-twenty at which time the television set was switched on. Pat's invited me out for coffee at the Lava Rock Cafe at 
two-forty. There was a quilt shop next door that was paid a visit and where my wife bought a runner. The cafe was basically a pub and the Cafe 
Ohia Deli was selected once more where two coffees, a piece of pineapple upside down cake, and a muffin were enjoyed at some ten dollars.  Pat 

was ready for a walk around the bird park trail that brought us to a young Oriental woman and her parents that were catching tiny flies for study. 
Three more Hawaii Amakihi and two Hwamei were seen. It was now three-forty and the afternoon clouds had cooled temperatures considerably. 
A feeder was discovered on the homeward drive where Scaly-breasted Munias and House Finches were feeding with a poor attempt at gaining a 

shot. A Spotted Dove was photographed on an overhead wire that was backlit but kept. Our room was reoccupied at four o'clock when the heater 
was switched on. A can of stew was heated in the microwave oven and eaten with a bowl of canned half-frozen pineapple. The television 
programming on the Sci-Fi channel kept me entertained until ten-fifteen with snoozes in between. The alarm clock was set for five forty-five 
prior to hitting the sack. 
 

    
 

Chain of Craters Road                             Nene                                           Pacific Golden-Plover              Chain of Craters Road 
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                Chain of Craters Road                               Chain of Craters Road                                          Puimau Crater  
 

     
 

     Chain of Craters Road           Petroglyphs  
 

Yours truly was awake before the alarm rang at five-thirty on the seventeenth of January. The gear including peanut butter and bread were stored 
in the car. The drive to Kona was underway at six-fifty and it took twenty minutes to reach the McDonald’s. The speed limit of fifty-five was 
surpassed by some fifteen miles an hour average en route. Light broke some twenty miles from Kona. Two Egg McMuffins and two coffees at 

ten dollars were eaten quickly followed with a fill up at the gas station at thirty-five dollars. The drive along the Saddle Road was the fastest by 
far with relatively few cars and a continuous passing lane heading uphill once reaching the twelve-mile marker. The Pu’u O’o Trail at just past 
the twenty-two mile marker was reached in twenty minutes with speeds kept to the fifty-five speed limit or sixty-five miles an hour due to the 

uphill climb. Without stopping, it would take fifty-five minutes from Volcano to the trail.  
 

   
 

    Pu’u O’o Trail 
 

Our warm clothes were donned but at eight-thirty the sun was quite warm and coats were removed. The first bird seen was an I'iwi in the stunted  
Ohia trees on the A’a lava flow. A quarter-mile hike brought us to a steep decent with smooth Pahoehoe lava to grasses at the bottom. The trail 
was traced another half mile until seeing a Koa Kipuka at forty-five degrees and seventy-five yards on our right. Here, a small trail was followed 

thirty yards into the Kipuka and another thirty yards up onto a small ridge. The ridge was then traced until seeing a one-acre opening of grasses 
in the middle of the grove of Koa trees. This is THE site for a family of Akiapolaau that had been occupied for a number of years with the most 
recent sighting only yesterday. The constant chip or beacon calls of the juveniles were listened for but unfortunately nothing was heard in part 

because of the huge territories held by this extraordinary and rare honeycreeper. 
 

A good two-mile walk continued from the Akiapolaau site along the main trail through stunted Ohio trees but mainly through grassy meadows 
surrounded by tall groves of Koa trees in search of Hawaii Creepers. It was only after reaching the second clearing that good numbers of birds 

appeared with several I'iwi and then a few smaller brown-gray birds that flew off. The underside of this one particular tree was scanned and the 
Hawaiian Creeper song played. Two distinctly gray birds were discovered with no previous knowledge that Amakihi were still in juvenile 
plumage at this time of year and looked remarkably like juvenile creepers that had lost their juvenile plumages months ago. However, the two 

birds continually fed in the canopy of the tall Ohio and never fed like a nuthatch.  
 

Voices were heard after getting a somewhat satisfying look and deciding that the birds were not creepers. I may have stayed longer if not seeing 
my wife talking to an eighty-year-old Japanese gentleman. He was very informative and knew the call of the Omao and said that he had only 

seen one creeper in all his hikes in the area. He presented us with excellent directions to the Palila site.  A Hawaiian Thrush was photographed 
shortly past this area. Two dark Hawaiian Hawks were seen on leaving at ten-thirty. The car was returned to at eleven o'clock. One peanut butter 
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sandwich each were wolfed down. The downhill drive that began at eleven-fifteen was rapid until hitting a line of cars then a no passing area for 

the last twelve miles into town. It took twenty minutes to reach the shopping plaza and the drug store where my wife bought a box of zip lock 
bags. The drive proceeded ten miles north of Hilo along Highway 19 to a scenic drive and finally at noon to the Botanical Gardens. I was deeply 
upset for leaving the high country so early in the day and the adventure was not enjoyed. Two bottles of pop were purchased at four bucks and 

the entry fee was a whopping thirty dollars to wander through a river gully filled with exotic tropical flowers including a few orchids. The view 
of the ocean and the trade winds blowing today was worthwhile. The heat and humidity here were the first reminders since landing that we were 
actually in Hawaii. The entire series of pathways in the tourist trap were completed in an hour.  
 

The drive was underway to the Macadamia nut wholesalers in the midst of the orchard shortly after one in the afternoon. The drive was fairly 
quick and the shopping was underway at one-thirty. Pat bought forty dollars worth, mainly for friends and relatives with one bag of honey 
roasted for ourselves. The expeditious drive towards Volcano began at two-twenty or so. There were no restaurants along the empty highway and 
the speedometer was held to sixty-five miles an hour average into town with two vehicles passed en route. The drive took twenty-five minutes 

and it was three-fifteen when pulling up to the Cafe Ohia Deli. Two bowls of chili with two slices of bread and two orange lemonade pops were 
purchased for a combination lunch and supper at some twenty dollars. The meal was wolfed down while checking the gmail account and a brief 
check of creeper and juvenile Amakihi plumages. Our room was reoccupied at four o'clock after attempting to photograph the Scaly-breasted 

Munias once more. A letter was written to Jack Jeffrey a famous Hawaiian photographer to ask about the timing of juvenile plumages with a 
description of today's birds. The memoirs were underway at six-twenty. The iPod was finally shut off at seven thirty-three. The people upstairs 
were noisy at nine-thirty and told to turn the music down and all was dead quiet afterward. A peanut butter sandwich was enjoyed prior to 

climbing into bed at nine o’clock and fell asleep immediately. 
 

     
 

                                                                            Hawaii Tropical Botanical Gardens 
 

                                                                                                 
 

               Mauna Loa Macadamia Nut Factory 
 

Pat and I were awake at six-forty on the eighteenth of January and ready for breakfast at seven-twenty. The usual was devoured and a semi- 

decent photo was taken of an Apapane through the window. Kipuka Ki was next in line at eight o'clock with a stop at the turnaround area where 
the head portion of a Yellow-fronted Canary was secured on film. A few more backlit shots were taken of the Omao and two fairly decent 
images secured of an Elepaio. The bird park trail was circumvented where another thee Omao where heard making some six for the day. Two 

hawks were seen again at both sites. It was one-thirty when leaving the area. A very light drizzle turned to heavy rain at Volcano. A group of 
birders met earlier in the day told us about a respectable restaurant and their directions were poor with the road past the Cafe Ohia Deli driven 
where a wild pig ran across the road. The establishment was actually three houses down from the main Volcano Inn. Ono Cafe was basically a 

shop selling artists wares with seven tables. The food was vegetarian. Yours truly had the lasagna and a coffee and Pat ordered the vegetarian 
sandwich with a red tea. Both came with a delicious salad and miso soup; the Ginger dressing was spicy. The rain abated during the meal but a 
fog set in due to rapid evaporation. The Volcano Park was revisited at two-thirty where a brief walk took place along the trail heading steeply 

downhill from the Thurston Lava Tube. A walk near the Volcano House was abandoned because of the fumes.  
 

Our room was reoccupied at three forty-five and the notes were underway. The day’s adventure was done at eleven minutes past four in the 
afternoon. The Wi-Fi was not working in our room so the rental was driven over to the main house at four-fifty where the non-password system 

was connected to immediately. The altered notes were then being corrected until the battery became too low and we returned to the room at six 
o'clock where the work continued and completed at seven o'clock. The boob tube kept me entertained until nine o'clock when a few spoonfuls of 
pineapple were enjoyed. 
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        Kipuka Puaulu          Kipuka Puaulu                    Erckel’s Francolin                               Male Kalij Pheasant 
 

    
 

                  Ono Café                            Ono Café Art Gallery                            Ono Café                              Ono Café garden 
 

The alarm rang at four-fifty on the nineteenth of January but I had been awake a few minutes prior. The Wi-Fi was working and Pat sent off 
emails to friends. The gear was packed and the Chrysler was underway at five-twenty, arriving at McDonalds at six-fifty. Two Egg McMuffins 
and one coffee and one orange juice set us back ten dollars. The meal was eaten and the adjacent grocery store was patronized where four bottles 

of water and a box of granola bars were purchased at nine dollars. The drive was more or less kept to the speed limit, arriving at the hunter’s 
check-in at Puu Laau at seven-thirty. A local was asked about the condition of the road and he said it was perfectly fine to the hunter’s shack, 
gate, and our destination four and a half miles up R-1. The drive was quick and the Chrysler came to rest at the shack at seven-fifty or so. The 

sign at the gate reads R-1 hunter check in station Unit A HCS Mauna Kea Forest Reserve Puu Laau. The hills scattered with Mamane trees were 
then strolled, the spaces between covered with lumpy grass bunches for an hour with no success except to see two young and an adult Elepaio of 
the Mamane-Naio form. The sun was now hot and the car was returned to via the road where our coats were removed and water and a granola 

bar were consumed. The decision at this point was to follow the Japanese fellows instructions and the road just before the gate signed R-13 was 
traced westwards (to the right coming uphill) another Elepaio with a distinctly white spattered head was noted along with continuing numbers of 
Amakihi including numbers of gray or gray-green juveniles. The walk took us just short of a mile when two Palila landed in a dead tree in full 
view. The distance did not make for a satisfying view before they flew a short distance. It took a few minutes to locate them again where good 

views were obtained. They flew once more to a dead snag where pictures were obtained. Three birds then flew into a low bush only to move 
again to a tree. Now satisfied the car was returned only to discover that the iPod was lost. Yours truly ran back to the site and retraced the route 
through the grasses and miraculously found the device beside the low bush.  
 

     
 

                                                                                   Mauna Kea Forest Reserve 
 

 

 

          Palila 
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The drive back began at ten-thirty, reaching the highway at eleven o'clock. In retrospect and without a non-birding wife by my side, the afternoon 

could have been spent at the introduced finch and game bird site at the Wa’a Wa’a Ranch about twelve miles along Highway 190 from the 
junction with the Saddle Road or some twenty-three miles from the Palila site and only twenty minutes away. The site is at the base of the Pu’u 
Wa’a Wa’a Cinder cone where the entrance to the ranch is found. From the junction with the Saddle Road drive towards Kona passing a lava 

flow and through the town of Pu’uanahulu for approximately one mile to the first road on your left. The road is gated so park and walk the old 
paved roads and trails where Red-cheeked Cordonbleu, Lavender and Black-rumped Waxbills, Red Avadavat, African Silverbills, Black and 
Erckel’s Francolins, and Chestnut-bellied Sandgrouse etcetera are found.  
 

The trip on the Saddle Road was leisurely staying behind a convertible that refused to pass a truck. Yours truly stayed in place until the third lane 
appeared when the pass was made and the speedometer held to seventy miles an hour to mile fifteen when a slow driver held us to or below the 
speed limit. The tank was filled at the same station at noon where a hose was used to wash the dust from the car making it virtually clean. The 
fill-up was thirty dollars. The drive back to Volcano was mainly at the speed limit, reaching the Thai Thai Restaurant at twelve- thirty. Brief rain 

spells occurred along the drive of various intensities. A dish of sweet and soar vegetables and a side of rice and two coffees were ordered and 
enjoyed although the meal was certainly not the best Thai eaten by far. The bill was nineteen dollars. The main house of the Volcano Inn was 
selected to relax at one o'clock where Pat sent emails to friends. I sat looking out the window until getting bored and walked to the clearing 

where a nice image was secured of a Common Myna. The suite was reoccupied at two forty-five when the rental’s door wells were cleaned of 
dust. A much-needed shower and change of clothes followed. The "Fifth Element" was enjoyed for the umpteenth time until eight o'clock when 
"Gotham" aired with yours truly drifting off the sleep until the upstairs couple arrived and turned up the music. They were told to turn it down at 

nine in the evening when Pat and I went to bed. 
 

      
 

         Pat at Kealakekua Bay                           Kealakekua Bay Bay                                 Kealakekua Bay 
 

    
 

                   Sea Urchin                          Slate Pencil Sea Urchin                            Yellow Tang                        Pandanas roots 
 

                
 

            Seashore at  Kealakekua Bay                          Yellow-billed Cardinal                         Gold Dust Day Gecko 
 

Both of us woke at seven-fifteen on the twentieth of January and prepared for a day of tourism. The usual breakfast was eaten at the main house 
and the Chrysler was en route to Kealakekua Bay Historical Park at Napoopoo at eight-thirty. The park is situated some twenty-five miles 
southwest of the airport. The drive was fast at points but slowed considerably from Hookena. The Painted Church was paid a visit on arrival at 

ten-forty where a Java Sparrow was found and photographed. A Hawaiian Hawk circled overhead so the site was reliable for the species as 
advertised. A small purplish-blue finch showing red somewhere on the body flew quickly across the road when leaving the church that could  
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only have been a Lavender Waxbill. The five-dollar entrance fee was paid at the gate and the expected Yellow-billed Cardinals were found 

immediately in the coconut palms. Pacific Golden-Plovers, Saffron Finches, and more cardinals were found around the tiny backwater and 
images were taken. The grounds were strolled with a great deal of attention on the ocean pools where tropical fish and urchins were 
photographed. The humidity and heat were somewhat muggy but not excessive and at the level expected for the lowlands during the winter 

months. The park was deserted at twelve-thirty and a nice cafe was discovered at the corner of Highways 11 and the Napoopoo Road. The Kona 
Coffee House and Cafe looked less than outstanding until driving into the parking lot and seeing the covered patio. A turkey and vegetarian 
sandwich with two lemonades and two glasses of water with sides of salty potato chips came to twenty-three dollars. A Yellow-billed Cardinal 
paid a visit next to our table. The drive back to Volcano was faster taking an hour and a half passing a police radar area successfully due to being 

between slow vehicles. The suite was reoccupied at three o'clock. The upstairs couple had moved on. The Wi-Fi was not working in the room 
and the iPod continued it's stubborn behaviour and would not send the notes via e-mail. The Thai Thai Restaurant was selected for supper where 
a medium hot Penang curry with two bowls of white rice and two coffees were enjoyed at twenty-two dollars plus a three-dollar tip. A peaceful 

night of television that mainly included watching the "Fabulous Four: Silver Surfer" followed. The bed was occupied at nine-thirty. 
 

     
 

                      Painted Church                                        Painted Church                                           Bread Fruit 
 

                       
 

                       Fuchsia                              Thai Thai Restaurant                                     Thai Thai Restaurant  
Yours truly woke at four-fifteen on the twenty-first of January and was mainly awake from that time until crawling out of bed at five-fifteen. The 
Chrysler was finally underway at five forty-five arriving at the McDonald's in Hilo at six-twenty where ten dollars was spent for two Egg 
McMuffins, an orange juice, and a coffee. A box of granola bars was then purchased at the adjacent grocery store for six dollars. The rental was 

resting at the trailhead for the Powerline Road at seven-thirty. The walk began wearing a coat that was removed within two hours. Three small 
patches of forest were perused, walking some two and a half miles. The area was rather devoid of birds with no I'iwi's and one Elepaio. The car 
was returned to at ten-thirty with sadness for not being able to spend at least two more hours in the high country due to my wife’s refusal to do 
so. Twenty-eight dollars worth of gas was purchased in Hilo at eleven o'clock.  
 

The suite was reoccupied at eleven forty-five when the notes were underway and polished off at eleven fifty-five. A shower was taken prior to 
walking down the road to the feeder that was empty. Pat was ready for lunch at one-fifteen or so and the Cafe Ohia Deli was chosen where a 
lasagna with three bean salad and garlic bread with a coffee was chosen for myself while my wife had the vegetarian sandwich and a can of 

Sprite. The bill was around twenty dollars. The suite was reoccupied at two o'clock. A great Sci-Fi movie was airing of which some twenty 
minutes was watched before falling asleep and waking at five in the afternoon. The boob tube kept me entertained and the rare bird alerts and 
gmail account were inspected. It was five-fifty when Pat suggested that yours truly pick up a take-away order from the Thai Thai Restaurant. A 

Penang curry and double order of white rice was collected in ten minutes and the nineteen-dollars paid to the lovely woman at the till. Yours 
truly dished out the hot meal in our rooms at six-fifteen. A peaceful night of television followed until nine o'clock.  
 

Yours truly was listless during the early morning hours thinking of how the trip would have evolved alone or with a birding partner or if the 

guiding fee was paid into the reserve. The bed was abandoned at six fifty-five on the twenty-second of January when the uninteresting rare bird 
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alerts and gmail account were inspected from ten minutes past seven to seven-thirteen. The Chrysler was en route to the main house for the usual 
breakfast at seven thirty-eight.  The bird trail was next in line where poor but properly exposed pictures were taken of an Omao. It was ten-thirty 
at this point and another ten bucks was paid at the Volcano National Park gate where the now boring Rim Ridge Trail was walked until eleven-

thirty. The Volcano House was selected for lunch at that time, the sole reason for visiting the park, where yours truly ordered a hamburger with 
fries and my wife selected the fish with crispy root vegetable chips. Both of us had tall cold lemonades. The bill came to thirty-eight dollars. 
 

It was only twelve-twenty when exiting the building and the rental was pointed down the Chain of Craters Road with little seen or any 
vehicles holding progress to the bottom. The park ranger here was oblivious about the Red-billed Francolins and the small population has likely 

expired. A group of six Nenes were finally sighted after walking down the closed sector of road in the hot sun to an odd grove of coconut palms. 
A Pacific Golden-Plover and a couple of decent goose pictures were taken as well as one of a stone arch at the sea front.  A single bottle of Sprite 
was purchased at a small kiosk at the bottom prior to starting back up the road at two-forty for a whopping three dollars and twenty-five cents. 
 

                                                          
 

                              Lava flows along bottom of Chain of Craters Road 
 

The suite was reoccupied at three o'clock when a failed attempt took place to book our seats on Alaska Air. The packing was completed 
afterward and the rare bird alerts and gmail account were examined. The rental was en route to the Thai Thai Restaurant at four thirty-five where 

an order of cashew stir-fry and two orders of white rice were enjoyed with two coffees. The bill came to twenty-seven dollars. The suite was 
reoccupied at five-thirty. The luggage was packed in a matter of ten minutes. "The Man with the Iron Fists" followed until nine o'clock when 
hitting the sack. 
 

Pat was up at five forty-five on the twenty-third of January and yours truly stayed in bed until six o'clock. The rental was packed with all of our 
belongings at six-fifteen. Traffic was keeping above the speed limit and the Pu’u O’o Trail was reached in fifty-five minutes. The wife of course 
rejected the practical idea of rising early and walking the trail en route to the airport. The end of Saddle Road came onto sight at seven-thirty. 

Unfortunately, the introduced finch and game bird area that was directly on Highway 190 was bypassed at about seven forty-five in the morning 
with plenty of time for a half-hour search. The exact location was unknown at the time due to lack of research. The drive had slowed along 
Highway 190 to look for small finches by the roadside but only one flew over the car.  
 

The end of Highway 190 and the Kona Coast Shopping Center and its gas station were reached at eight-fifteen. The tank was filled for seventeen 
dollars and the adjacent He’s Deli Restaurant that sold all-day breakfasts was selected where two omelets with spicy cheese and rye toast with 
jam and two excellent macadamia flavored coffees were purchased. A stroll then took place around the grassy perimeter where a backlit African 

Silverbill was found.  
 

The Chrysler was en route to Alamo at nine-fifteen and the shuttle arrived at the airport at nine twenty-five with three hours and twenty-five 
minutes to wait for the flight at twelve-forty. What a waste of time that could have been spent on the Pu’u O’o Trail or looking for introduced 

finches. An Oriental Silvereye feeding on coconut Palm blossoms was photographed with reasonable quality in the waiting area. A muffin and 
two bottles of orange juice were purchased for seven dollars in the wonderfully air-conditioned restaurant; seating outside was just open to the 
sea breezes. 
 

        
 

               Kona Airport 
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The entire collection of trip images was shown to my wife at the time. The boarding area finally opened at eleven forty-five and our seating was 
confirmed through to Victoria. Unfortunately, Pat and I were seated two rows apart to Portland. The flight left about five minutes late. The notes 
were underway at one o'clock and polished off at one twenty-three. A tail wind was to get us to Portland an hour early: a four and a half hour 

flight. Three different drink services were provided with coffee and water ordered on the first two and an apple juice on the third. Nuts were only 
presented on the first. Yours truly slept for a good hour and a half. The plane landed at seven-fifty and an eight-minute walk took place to the 
next gate. The iPad was used to write Ann Nightingale for the address of the Chipping Sparrow and to check the status of African Silverbill to 
find that Warbling and African were one in the same and with recordings on xeno-canto from Oahu and the big island. The Lauralwood was 

selected for a meal and Pat had a hamburger with tatortots and I chose the pulled pork tacos with black beans and rice. Both were substandard 
but filling. A fifty- dollar bill was used for payment for the twenty-three dollar and forty-eight cent meal. Seats were taken at the gate at eight 
forty-five local time to await the nine-thirty flight that left on time. The plane set down at SeaTac ten-thirty and left at eleven-twenty landing at 

Victoria at eleven forty-eight. Customs was instantaneous. Anna was waiting and the Mazda was in the garage at twelve-fifteen and we were in 
bed at twelve-thirty. 
 

! ! !

                Female Kalij Pheasant                                     Pacific Golden-Plover                              Northern Cardinal 

!!! !!! !

Female Northern Cardinal                            Scaly-breasted Munia                                                   Java Sparrow!

!! !

                  Common Myna                                        Yellow-fronted Canary                                    Yellow-fronted Canary 

!

!
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!! !! ! !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Red-billed Leiothrix                                           Spotted Dove                                      Female Saffron Finch 

!!!!!! !!!!! !

                        Apapane                                          Hawaiian Hawk                                          Saffron Finch 

!The list of native or migrants birds seen includes: *Hawaiian Hawk, Nene, *Hawaii Elepaio, *Omao, *Palila, Hawaii Amakihi, I'iwi, 
Apapane, and Pacific Golden-Plover. Introduced species seen includes: Erckel's Francolin, *Kalij Pheasant, Cattle Egret, Rock Dove, Spotted 

Dove, Zebra Dove, Eurasian Skylark, Common Myna, Hwamei, Red-billed Leiothrix, Japanese White-eye, Saffron Finch, *Yellow-billed 
Cardinal, Northern Cardinal, Western Meadowlark, House Finch, Yellow-fronted Canary, House Sparrow, Lavender Waxbill, Common 
Waxbill, African Silverbill, Scaly-breasted Munia, and Java Sparrow. The big misses were Hawaii Akepa, Hawaii Creeper, and Akiapolaau. *6 
lifers. 

The entire ten days on Hawaii were spent in a family room at the Volcano Inn at Volcano amounting to $1,013.97 US; The Alaska Air flights 
from Victoria, British Columbia to Kona, Hawaii return were $1,967.56 US; The Alamo Car Rental was  $492.66 US; Food etcetera amounted 
to $570.56. The total came to $4,044.75 US or approximately $5,111 Canadian. 

 

!


